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SHADER COMPILATION FLOWS – TODAY’S DEFAULTS
OPEN-SOURCE DRIVERS FOR AMD GPUS

- Final code generation is shared
- Frontends not shared at all
- NIR originally developed for Intel driver
  - GLSL IR-to-NIR, SPIR-V-to-NIR used in i965 and anv, respectively
  - NIR already used by some Gallium drivers
- LLPC IR = LLVM IR with additional “intrinsics”
SHADER COMPILATION FLOWS – THE PLAN
OPEN-SOURCE DRIVERS FOR AMD GPUs

- Unified frontend in Mesa
- SPIR-V-to-NIR shared for ARB_gl_spirv and OpenGL 4.6
WHY NIR?

- Reduce frontend code duplication
- Leverage Vulkan work for ARB_gl_spirv and OpenGL 4.6
- NIR is better suited for representing new features (e.g. 16 bit)
- NIR is suited for code transforms
  - Simplifies driver-specific optimization flows
  - Enables hardware-specific optimization passes (e.g. for gfx9 merged shaders)
STATUS OF NIR IN RADEONSI

- Very close to feature parity
- Needs performance work
- Enable with R600_DEBUG=nir
- Kudos to Dave Airlie, Bas Nieuwenhuizen, Timothy Arceri, Samuel Pitoiset
- Future of TGSI?
  - Used by MM, nine, Gallium helpers – ttn (TGSI-to-NIR) helps
  - Used to encode shaders for virtualization (svga, virgl)
DYNAMICALLY LINKING SHADERS
WHAT AND WHY?

- LLVM generates a standard ELF object with AMDGPU-specific sections
- Driver combines multiple ELF objects to a single binary
  - Currently ad-hoc: paste .text sections together
  - Goal: support (some) additional sections and real relocations
- Proper dynamic linking should allow:
  - .rodata
  - Explicit description of LDS variables
SHADER PROLOGS AND EPILOGS

AVOIDING RECOMPILE STUTTER

- Simple pixel shader: R600_DEBUG=ps glxgears

```c
s_mov_b32       m0, s9
v_interp_mov_f32 v0, p0, attr0.x
v_interp_mov_f32 v1, p0, attr0.y
v_interp_mov_f32 v2, p0, attr0.z
v_interp_mov_f32 v3, p0, attr0.w
v_cvt_pkrtz_f16_f32    v0, v0, v1
v_cvt_pkrtz_f16_f32    v1, v2, v3
exp mrt0 v0, v0, v1, v1 done compr vm
s_endpgm
```
## SHADER PROLOGS AND EPILOGS
### AVOIDING RECOMPILE STUTTER

### Simple pixel shader: R600_DEBUG=ps glxgears

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>s_mov_b32</code></td>
<td><code>m0, s9</code></td>
<td>Load constant input attribute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>v_interp_mov_f32</code></td>
<td><code>v0, p0, attr0.x</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>v_interp_mov_f32</code></td>
<td><code>v1, p0, attr0.y</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>v_interp_mov_f32</code></td>
<td><code>v2, p0, attr0.z</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>v_interp_mov_f32</code></td>
<td><code>v3, p0, attr0.w</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Vector instructions and registers
- Pack into 16-bit floating point values (round to zero)

- `v_cvt_pkrtz_f16_f32` | `v0, v0, v1`
- `v_cvt_pkrtz_f16_f32` | `v1, v2, v3`

### Scalar instructions and registers
- Export to color buffer and end program

- `exp mrt0 v0, v0, v1, v1`
- `done compr vm`
- `s_endpgm`
### Simple pixel shader: R600_DEBUG=ps glxgears

```
// Shaders
s_mov_b32  m0, s9
v_interp_mov_f32  v0, p0, attr0.x
v_interp_mov_f32  v1, p0, attr0.y
v_interp_mov_f32  v2, p0, attr0.z
v_interp_mov_f32  v3, p0, attr0.w

v_cvt_pkrtz_f16_f32  v0, v0, v1
v_cvt_pkrtz_f16_f32  v1, v2, v3

exp mrt0 v0, v0, v1, v1 done compr vm
s_endpgm
```

- Compile the main shader part once, prolog/epilog on demand
  - Much faster than recompiling entire shader on state change

Depends **only** on original GLSL source

“Main shader part”

Depends on the current framebuffer state

“Epilog”
SHADER STAGES IN THE GRAPHICS PIPELINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API Stages</th>
<th>GCN Hardware Stages</th>
<th>Mapping API to HW stages</th>
<th>gfx9 Hardware Stages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VS</td>
<td>LS</td>
<td>VS</td>
<td>LSHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCS</td>
<td>HS</td>
<td>TCS</td>
<td>ESGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TES</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>TES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>GS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>VS</td>
<td>Copy</td>
<td>VS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>PS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend:
- VS: Vertex Shader
- TCS: Tessellation Control Shader
- TES: Tessellation Evaluation Shader
- GS: Geometry Shader
- PS: Pixel Shader
- LS: Logical Stage
- HS: Hardware Stage
- ES: Execution Stage
- GS: Geometry Stage
- PS: Pixel Stage
- Copy: Copy Stage
Output of vertex shader:

```cpp
out vec4 a;
out float b[5];
```

Input of geometry shader:

```cpp
in vec4 a[];
in float b[][5];
```

Arrays contain inputs for each vertex of a triangle (or other primitive)

Transfer data from vertex lanes to primitive lanes

- Vertex shader stores outputs in Local Data Share (LDS)
- Geometry shader loads inputs from LDS
MERGED ESGS: LDS ADDRESSING

- Addresses are calculated manually by the frontend
  - Addresses are calculated manually by the frontend
    - v0.attr0.x  v0.attr0.y  v0.attr0.z  v0.attr0.w  v0.attr1.x  v0.attr1.y  v0.attr1.z  v0.attr1.w
    - (gap)      v1.attr0.x  v1.attr0.y  v1.attr0.z  v1.attr0.w  v1.attr1.x  v1.attr1.y  v1.attr1.z
    - v0.attr1.w  (gap)      v2.attr0.x  v2.attr0.y  v2.attr0.z  v2.attr0.w  v2.attr1.x  v2.attr1.y

- LLVM is not aware of LDS use
  - Cannot use LDS for spilling (LDS is small, but still...)
  - Cannot use LDS for dynamically indexed arrays
    - Sometimes, LDS might be more convenient than VGPR indirect addressing
  - Difficult to extend LDS use even in the frontend
  - Alias analysis may become less effective
LDS LINKING

- **Goal:** Explicitly represent all data in LDS
- It’s not that simple for attribute memory (both ESGS and LSHS):
  - Mismatches in the number of attributes (VS produces unused outputs)
  - Number of waves (and thus vertices) per workgroup not known in advance
- **MVP:** Allow LDS variables in addition to attribute memory
  - Attribute memory is an external variable of unknown size
  - New ELF relocation type for patching LDS instructions
  - Additional instructions required unless attribute memory assumed to be at 0
- **Later:** Representing attribute memory explicitly?
  - Problem: it’s a two-dimensional array with unknowns in both dimensions
.RODATA LINKING

- Comparatively straightforward – like on CPUs
- Different ABI possibilities:
  - Free 64-bit addresses
  - .rodata restricted to a single 32-bit address space
    - Like the new constant address space for descriptors (Marek Olšák’s patches)
  - .rodata and .text restricted to be in the same 4GB-aligned space
    - Fill in high 32-bits of addresses from PC_HI
SUMMARY

- Switching to NIR in radeonsi is pretty far along
- Explore proper linking of shader parts
  - .rodata
  - Local Data Share
  - What linker should we use?
    - LLD is a natural choice and embeddable, but we really “only” need a dynamic linker
THANK YOU
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